Abstract-Differential pulse-code modulation (DPCM) is recently coupled with uniform scalar quantization (SQ) to improve the rate-distortion (RD) performance for the block-based quantized compressive sensing (CS) of images. In this framework, for each block's CS measurements, a prediction is generated based on the reconstructed CS measurements of the previous blocks and subtracted from measurements of the current block in the measurement domain. The resulting residual is then quantized by uniform SQ to generate the quantization index. However, the entropy coding is still required to remove the statistical redundancies between the quantization indices and generate the bitstream. Thus, in this paper, we proposed an arithmetic coding scheme for the quantization index within DPCM-plus-SQ framework by analyzing their statistics. Experimental results demonstrate that further RD performance can be achieved compared to original DPCM-plus-SQ scheme and transform coefficient coding in CABAC.
I. INTRODUCTION
C OMPRESSIVE (CS) [1] is an emerging framework, which allows the measurements of a sparse signal to be sampled below Nyquist rate and guarantees exact recovery of the signal from these measurements with high probability. Different from the traditional point-by-point sampling, the CS measurement process is assumed to be accomplished within hardware of sensing device via a linear projection into a lowerdimensional subspace chosen at random. Consequently, the CS measurement process is regarded as a joint sampling and compression approach. However, the CS measurement process is not yet a real compression technique in the strict information theoretic sense [2] , since a real compression technique is generally considered to convert the input data into a compressed bitstream. Indeed, the quantization and entropy coding techniques are required to generate the compressed bitstream from the CS measurements by removing the redundancies.
There have been some solutions to incorporate the quantization into CS framework. The straightforward solution is to directly apply the scalar quantization (SQ) to the CS measurements sampled by sensing device. Nonetheless, the rate-distortion (RD) performance of this solution has been demonstrated inefficient [2, 3] , since the characteristics of CS and signal itself are not exploited. As a result, various techniques have been recently proposed to improve the RD performance of the quantized CS, mainly depending on the quantization optimization process [4] , the reconstruction process [5, 6] or both [7, 8] .
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In contrast to the works mentioned above, a framework of quantization via simple uniform SQ coupled with differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) of the CS measurements was recently proposed for block-based CS (BCS) in [2] . In this framework, the reconstructed measurements of the previous block is used as a prediction, and subtracted from the measurements of the current block in measurement domain. Then the resulting residual is quantized with uniform SQ to generate the quantization index. According to the experimental results provided in [2] , this simple DPCM-plus-SQ approach can provide competitive RD performance compared with the approaches in [6, 8] . To further improve the RD performance, some advanced prediction techniques were proposed in [9, 10] by utilizing the spatial correlation of images, in which the optimal prediction for each blocks CS measurements is selected from a set of multiple prediction candidates.
After obtaining the quantization index, the entropy coding is still required to remove the statistical redundancies and generate the bitstream. Although there have been several existing entropy coding schemes for image/video coding such as EBCOT [11] for JPEG2000 and CABAC [12] for H.264/AVC, they are not suitable to compress the quantization index of CS measurements due to the statistical difference between CS measurements and the transform coefficients in image/video coding. Thus, it is desirable to develop an entropy coding scheme for the quantization index of CS measurements.
Inspired by the arithmetic coding scheme for the transform coefficients in CABAC, we propose an arithmetic coding scheme in this paper for the quantization index of CS measurements by analyzing their statistics. In the proposed arithmetic coding scheme, the quantization index of CS measurements is represented by three syntax elements, namely significant map, abs coeff level minus1 and sign flag, which denote the significance, absolute value and sign for a quantization index, respectively. The designed syntax elements are finally coded with binary arithmetic coding engine M-coder [12] to remove their statistical redundancy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that arithmetic coding scheme is designed for the framework of BCS of images. Experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed arithmetic coding within the BCS framework of images.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews CS, BCS and DPCM-plus-SQ framework in [2] . In section III, the details of the proposed arithmetic coding scheme are provided. Section IV presents the experimental results. Section V concludes this paper. Compressive sensing (CS) is an emerging mathematic paradigm, in which signals is acquired via linear projection into a dimension much lower than that of the original signal and the exact recovery of the signal can be guaranteed if the signal is sparse in some domain. More specifically, suppose that we have a real-valued signal x ∈ R N and its measurements y ∈ R M are obtained by the linear projection y = Φx with sampling rate or subrate S = M N . Here, Φ is a M × N measurement matrix such that M is much smaller than N . CS theory allows the exact recovery of x from y, if x is sparse in some domain.
In order to avoid the large storage cost of measurement matrix in CS of 2D images, the block-based CS (BCS) was proposed in [13] , in which the sampling of an image is driven by the random matrix applied on a block-by-block basis. That is, an image x is first partitioned into n non-overlapped B × B blocks and each block is denoted by x (j) ∈ B 2 with j = 1, 2, ..., n in raster scan fashion. Then the corresponding measurement vector y (j) for x (j) is obtained by
where
2 measurement matrix such that the subrate for the block is M B B 2 . It is straightforward to see that Φ B applied to an image on block-by-block basis is equivalent to the whole image measurement matrix Φ with a constrained structure. That is Φ can be written as block diagonal with Φ B along the diagonal [2] .
B. DPCM-plus-SQ framework for CS compression
To improve the RD performance of quantized CS measurement, the DPCM-plus-SQ framework was proposed in [2] for BCS compression. As shown in Fig. 1 , an input image x is first divided into n non-overlapped B × B blocks, denoted by x (j) with j = 1, 2, ..., n in raster scan fashion. Then the CS measurements for all blocks are acquired with Eq. (1). Next, for block x (j) of the image, the mth component y Actually, the quantization indices are not entropy coded in [2] and the zero order entropy of the quantization indices is used as an estimate of the actual bitrate that would be produced by a real entropy coder, which is calculated as follows:
where p (y) is the probability of quantization index equal to y.
III. ARITHMETIC CODING FOR BLOCKED-BASED COMPRESSIVE SENSING
In the coding of quantization index vector i
T , we find that the occurrence probability of the significant components is independent of their position within the quantization index vector, as shown in Fig. 2 , where the data is collected from BCS of Lena at subrate 0.08 and 0.10. From the statistical information on the quantization index vectors, we also find that the last component in the quantization index vector is likely to be significant. In other words, the significant component is randomly distributed throughout the quantization index vector. So, we use a syntax element namely significant map to indicate the significance of each component within the quantization index vector. For each significant component, the syntax elements abs coeff level minus1 and sign flag are signaled to indicate its absolute magnitude and sign, respectively. Table. I lists the syntax elements in the proposed arithmetic coding scheme. 
abs coeff level minus1
Indicate the absolute value of significant component minus one within a quantization index vector.
sign flag Indicate the sign of significant component within a quantization index vector.
Based on the designed syntax elements, the coding of a quantization index vector is summarized as follows. First, the significant map is first transmitted for each component in the quantization index vector to indicate the location of the significant components. If the significant map for component i j m is equal to one, it means that i j m is significant component. Then, the abs coeff leve minus1 and sign flag are signaled for each significant component to indicate its magnitude and sign, respectively.
To efficiently code these syntax elements, the binary arithmetic coding engine M-coder in CABAC [12] is adopted in the proposed arithmetic coding scheme. M-coder is a multiplication-free binary arithmetic coder and the probability update module in M-coder can adaptively update the probability according to the previously coded symbols, which can capture the local statistical features of a binary source. More specifically, the probability of a symbol to be coded is presented by (p LP S , V M P S ) in M-coder, where p LP S denotes the probability of least probable symbol (LPS) and V M P S denotes the value of the most probable symbol (MPS). The range of p LP S is projected into a set of representative probabilities S p = {p 0 , p 1 , ..., p 63 } and each representative probability p σ , 0 ≤ σ ≤ 63 is implicitly represented by its index σ. As a result of this design, only two parameters (σ, V M P S ) are required to be determined when using M-coder to code a given binary source.
The syntax element abs coeff level minus1 is mapped into a string of bins (binary symbols) using UEG0 binarization scheme [12] , since it is non-binary valued symbol. UEG0 is specified by the cutoff value S = 14 for the truncated unary prefix part and the order k = 0 for the Exp-Golomb suffix part.
Since the CS measurements are generated via the linear projection onto random basis, the relationship between different components within a quantization index vector is also random. In other words, the probability distribution of the components at different positions is independent of each other. Consequently, for coding significant map and abs coeff level minus1, only one context model is used for each syntax element. For sign flag, the equal probability (probability equal to 0.5) is used.
The differences between the proposed arithmetic coding scheme and the transform coefficient coding in CABAC mainly reflect the following aspects. First, the transform coefficient coding in CABAC uses the syntax element last significant map to indicate the position of the last significant coefficient for a transform block, while the syntax element last significant map was removed in the proposed method. This is mainly because it is meaningless to encode last significant map in coding of quantization index within BCS framework, since the last significant component is likely to be at the end of the quantization index vector. Second, there are different context models for significant map and abs coeff level minus1 in the transform coefficient coding in CABAC and the context model selection is dependent on the coefficient position and the previously coded transform coefficients, while there is only one context model in the proposed arithmetic coding scheme for significant map and abs coeff level minus1. This is because the context modeling in CABAC will cause the context dilution problem within BCS framework, since the occurrence probability of the significant components is independent of their position and the previously coded quantization indexes do not have any correlation with the current one.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, four 512x512 grayscale images are used to verify the performance of the proposed arithmetic coding scheme, which include Lenna, Barbara, Goldhill and P eppers. The block size for BCS is set to be 16×16, and the measurement matrix Φ B is an orthogonal random Gaussian matrix. The setup of the combination of quantizer step-size and subrate is the same as that in [2] We implement the proposed arithmetic coding scheme within the DPCM-plus-SQ framework in [2] , which is referred to as AC-DPCM-SQ in the following description. For the comparison, we also implement the transform coefficient coding in CABAC within the DPCM-plus-SQ framework, which is referred to as CABAC-DPCM-SQ. The quantization index vectors in AC-DPCM-SQ and CABAC-DPCM-SQ are signaled into the arithmetic coding module to generate the bitstream and calculate the actual bitrate, while the quantization index vectors in the original DPCM-plus-SQ method in [2] (referred to as ORG-DPCM-SQ) are not actually entropy coded and the zero order entropy of the quantization index is used as the estimate of the actual bitrate, which is calculated according to Eq. 2.
Since the arithmetic coding scheme is a lossless coding method, the distortion of a given image in AC-DPCM-SQ and CABAC-DPCM-SQ is the same as that in ORG-DPCM-SQ. Thus Tables II and III gives the bitrate reduction (BR) at different subrates by comparing AC-DPCM-SQ with CABAC-DPCM-SQ and ORG-DPCM-SQ, respectively. In Tables II and III Tables 2 and 3 are the bitrate reduction achieved by AC-DPCM-SQ over ORG-DPCM-SQ and CABAC-DPCM-SQ, respectively. As shown in Tables II  and III , compared with ORG-DPCM-SQ, the bitrate reduction achieved by AC-DPCM-SQ is between 3.66% and 10.62% for different images. Compared with CABAC-DPCM-SQ, the bitrate reduction achieved by AC-DPCM-SQ is between 2.37% and 5.56% for different images.
Figs. 3 present the rate-distortion (RD) curves of AC-DPCM-SQ for a bitrate ranging from 0.1 bpp to 1.0 bpp, in which SQ denotes the method applying uniform scalar quantization along to BCS measurements. In these figures, the bitrates for SQ are also estimated by the zero order entropy of the quantization index. Here, only one image CS recovery algorithm, namely SPL [14] is used to effectuate the CS recovery from the decoded CS measurements, because the arithmetic coding is a lossless coding method. The implementations of the DPCM-plus-SQ and SPL can be found at the BCS-SPL website [15] .
V. CONCLUSION
An arithmetic coding scheme is proposed in this paper for the block-based compressive sensing (BCS) of images. According to the statistical information of the quantization index, the proposed arithmetic coding scheme adopts the syntax element significant map to indicate location of the significant components within a quantization index vector. For each significant component, the syntax elements abs coeff level minus1 and sign flag are used to indicate its magnitude and sign, respectively. For significant map and abs coeff level minus1, only one context model is used due to the randomness in the generation of the CS measurements. To efficiently coding these syntax elements, the binary arithmetic coding engine M-coder is used, which can capture the local statistical characteristics of these syntax elements with the probability update module. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the arithmetic coding scheme is designed for the measurement compression within BSC of images. Experimental results demonstrate that further ratedistortion performance can be achieved compared to original DPCM-plus-SQ scheme and transform coefficient coding in CABAC. 
